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| in the two upright portions B B of the main
To all athlon it nazy concern,
Be it known that I, WILLIAM. C. WATSON, standard, and which derives a vertical recip
of the city, county, and State of New York, rocating rectilinear motion parallel with the
have invented certain new and useful Improve needle from a cam, H, on a horizontal shaft,
ments in Sewing-Machines; and I do hereby I, aided by a spring, S, the said shaft working
declare that the following is a full, clear, and in bearings on the lower part of the main
exact description of the same, reference being standard, and the said cam acting on a stud, a
had to the accompanying drawings, forming Secured to the cross-head. The needle-bar E
is secured in a socket, C, at the extremity of
part of this specification, in which
Figure 1 is a side elevation, partly in sec the crane-necked portion C of the main stand
tion, of a machine with my improvements. ard by a binding-screw, b, which permits it to
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view of the same, be adjusted higher or lower to bring the nee
the plane of section being at right angles to dle 6 to a proper elevation.
Fig. 1, and in a direction parallel with the J is the pressure-pad having a socket fitted
feed movement and passing close to the nee to slide on the needle-barE, which has a spring,
dle. Fig. 3 is a vertical section, in the same d, coiled round it, between the said pressure
plane as Fig. 2, of the principal working parts pad and the socket C, to produce the neces
of the machine, exhibiting them in a different sary pressure on the pad to cause it to coln
condition to that figure. Fig. 4 is a side view fine the cloth or other material being sewed
of the feeding device. Fig. 5 is a top view of to the surface of the reciprocating table F,
or to the feeding device attached to the said
the looper and the feeding device.
Similar letters of reference indicate col're table. The spring d permits the pressure
pad to move up and down with the recipro
sponding parts in the several figures.
This invention consists in the employment, cating table F, and the said table and press
in a sewing-machine, of a stationary needle ure-pad may be considered together as a re
combined in such a manner with a reciprocat ciprocating cloth-holder. The upright socket
ing table or cloth-holder that the protrusion J" of the pressure-pad contains a vertical slot,
of the needle through the cloth or material f, which slides upon a screw or pin, e, in the
being sewed is caused by the movement of the needle-bar during the reciprocating motion of
said material, by which means several advan the pad with the table F, and at the bottom of
tages are obtained over the use of a reciprocat this slot.f there is a slot, (, branching offin a
ing needle and stationary table or cloth-holder. horizontal direction. By pushing the press
It also consists in certain contrivances for ure-pad as high as possible up the needle-bar
with the hand, and then turning it to bring
operating the looper and feeder.
To enable others to make and use my inven the slot g on the screw or pin e, the pad is
tion, I will proceed to describe its construction caused to be held up from the table F in such
and operation.
a manner as to permit the cloth or material to
A is a base or bed plate, on which is erected be sewed to be placed or adjusted on the said
a standard, BBC, of which the two upright, table. The table F has a hole in it for the nee
portions B B Support a stationary horizontal dle to work through, like the stationary table
table, D, and the polition C, which is of crane of other machines. The reciprocating motion
necked form, Sustains the needle-bar E, at the of the table F and pressure-pad causes the
bottom of which is the needle c, which is of stationary needle to pass through and leave
the kind most commonly used in sewing-ma the cloth in the same manner as though the
chines-viz., having an eye near its point. In cloth were placed upon a stationary table and
the center or other convenient part of the sta the needle had a reciprocating motion. The
tionary table D a recess is constructed to re thread is to be supplied to the needle from a
ceive what I call the “reciprocating table F,' spool placed on the top of the crane-necked
which may be of circular or other form, and portion C of the main standard, and to pass
which is attached by a small standard, F, ot through a guide-hole drilled in the lower front
a cross-head, G, which slides between guides part of the pressure-pad down to the needle,
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and through the eye thereof, in the usual man- it is moved laterally in the opposite direction,
e.
out of the way of the neeedle, by coming in

The stationary needle and reciprocating ta
ble or cloth-holder, operating together, as above
described, may have combined with them either
a looper for enchaining and forming a seam
with a single thread or a shuttle or its equival
lent to make a seam with two threads, either
of the said devices having the same relation
to the reciprocating table or cloth-holder as it
does to the stationary table of other machines;
and it will be readily understood that to haye

Such relation those devices must be attached
to Or be otherwise caused to have the same re

Ciprocating motion as the table or cloth-holder.
In the example of my invention represented
in the drawings, a looper, h, is employed to
enchain the needle-thread, to form what is
known as the “chain-stitch. This looper,

which is shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, and of
which atop view is given in Fig. 4, consists of a
pointed tongue of steel or other metal attached
by a pivot, i, to the plate L, that is secured
rigidly to the top of a lever, K, which works
on a fulcrum, j, attached to the cross-head G,
the said fulcrum being so arranged that the
plane of vibration of said lever will be per
pendicular, or nearly, so to the axis of the shaft
I. This lever K is held in contact with the
shaft I by means of a spring, k, attached to
the cross-head, and the side of the said lever
that is next the shaft is formed with an offset,
l, (see Figs. 2 and 3,) which passes in contact
with the shaft every time the reciprocating
table F rises and falls, and thus causes the
lever to derive a vibrating motion from the re

ciprocating motion of its fulcrum with the said
may be produced by causing the offsetl of the
lever K to pass in contact with any stationary
piece. This vibrating motion of the lever K.
gives the looper the necessary movement to
carry it between the thread and needle to form

table. It is obvious that the same movement

the loop, and to cause it to extend the loop
for the needle to pass through and afterward
to withdraw it from the loop, the entrance of
the looper between the needle and thread and
extension of the loop being effected as the ta
ble descends and the cloth moves off the nee
dle, and the withdrawal of the looper from the
loop being effected as the table rises and the
needle is being protruded through the cloth.
The looper, besides having the direct nove
ment back and forth to form and be withdrawn
from the loop, receives a lateral movement
upon its pivot i, just before the descent of the
reciprocating table F and movement of the
looper into the loop terminate, for the purpose
of bringing the loop into a position for the
needle to pass through, said lateral movement
being effected by a Spring, in, and a stationary
guide-plate, n, against which the looper is held
by the Said Spring till it has made about half of
its movement into the loop, whenit (the looper)
passes the said plate and is moved laterally by

the spring. When the looper is being retracted,

contact with the guide-plate n. The move
ment of the looper is illustrated in Fig. 4,
where it is represented in black outline in the
position it occupies before the commencement
of its movement to form the loop, and in blue
outline at the termination of its movement
into the loop. The loop is shown in dotted
red outline in this figure to correspond with .
the position of the looper that is represented
in blue outline. The operation of this looper
in forming the loop differs very slightly from
that of some loopers in use, and it is presumed
will be fully understood without further de
Scription.
Mis the feeding device, consisting of a metal
plate of the form of a segment of a circle, or
nearly so, fitted to oscillate on a pivot, p, which
is secured in the cross-head G. One edge of
this plate, which is in form of a true circle de
scribed from the pivot p, and which is serrated,
works through a slot in the table, F, and pro
jects slightly above the surface of the table, so
that the cloth or material being sewed will be
confined to it by the pressure-pad. This plate
M receives a vibrating movement in the di
rection in which it is required to feed the
cloth or other material by one of its edges slid
ing in contact with the end of a plate or bar,
N, which is secured to the stationary table D
as the reciprocating table F descends, and it
is returned as the table rises, so that it may be
in readiness to feed again by means of a spring,
q, which is attached to the cross-head G, and
which presses against the opposite edge to that
which slides against the bar N. The feed-plate
M is prevented drawing back the cloth by
reason of the needle being in the cloth when
the said plate moves back. The length of feed
is regulated by setting the bar Nin or Out, said
bar being made adjustable lengthwise and se
cured in its adjustment by means of a set
screw, r, passing through a slot in the bar.
The advantages obtained by making the nee
dle stationary and giving the table or cloth
holder a reciprocating movement to protrude
the needle through and retract it from the
cloth, are, first, greater simplicity of construc
tion of the machine, all the movements being
derived through very simple means from the
reciprocating movement of the table, and with
fewer parts than are generally used when the
needle innoves and the table or cloth-holder is
stationary; second, increased capability for do
ing heavy work without a corresponding in
crease of strength of the working and driving
parts of the machine; third, the use of a shorter
needle, (which is consequently stiffer without
being stouter.) This last advantage is ob
tained by less clearance being required between
the cloth and the needle-bar than when the
preSSure-pad is applied in the ways common
to the machines in which the needle moves.
I will remark, in conclusion, that the camH
and spring S, for giving motion to the table,
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may with advantage have an eccentric substi
tuted for them; but these devices serve as well
as any other to illustrate my invention.
What I claim as my invention, and desire to
secure by Letters Patent, is
1. The employment of a stationary needle
combined in such manner with a reciprocating
table or cloth-holder that the protrusion of the
needle through the cloth or material being
sewed is caused by the movement of the said
material, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.
2. Operating the looper by attaching it to a
lever which is carried by the reciprocating
table or cloth-holder, and which derives mo
tion from the movement of the said table or

t
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cloth-holder through an offset on one of its
edges working in contact with the driving
shaft or its equivalent, substantially as de
Scribed.
3. The combination of the reciprocating ta
ble or cloth-holder, the oscillating feed-plate
M, the stationary bar N, and the spring q, the
whole operating, substantially as described, to
produce the movement of the cloth in the di
rection to produce the seam.
W. C. WATSON,

Witnesses:
W. TUSCH,

J. T. BUCKLEY.

